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[Chorus] Giving up the ghost I've been so alone Heaven fell with my fall I stalk you through the phone Love's remote control Maybe it's me I feel it more than most. [Bridge] Don't believe what they say I'm becoming Don't come round or throw some words for me, 'cause see Can't remember when I wasn't tired Close my eyes, I see you walking on a wire. [Chorus] Giving up the ghost I've been so alone Heaven fell with my fall I stalk you through the phone Love's remote control Maybe it's me I feel it more than most. Giving up the ghost

Andersonville prison was never meant to hold as many prisoners as it did. During the first few years of the Civil War, Confederate soldiers had been toting their Union POW's around with them or dropping them in makeshift camps around the Confederacy. By the last year of the war, however, they realized they needed a more secure solution. Constructing Andersonville Prison. Camp Sumter, later known as the Andersonville prison, was that solution. After learning about Andersonville prison, see some of the most haunting Civil War photos. Then, read up on the worst war crimes ever committed. Share. Tweet. Email. Report a bad ad experience. Katie Serena. Katie Serena is a New York City-based writer and a staff writer at All That's Interesting.